Randy Pickle - nominated by the Canadian Society for Civil Engineering

As President of the CSCE, Randy was instrumental in the development and adoption of CSCE's business plan entitled Vision2020 “Leadership in Sustainable Infrastructure”. This plan was initiated while Randy was President Elect and was formally adopted for implementation by the CSCE Board of Directors while Randy was President. During his presidency, Randy advocated for better planning and more investment in Canadian infrastructure, including collaboration with Engineers Canada and the Association of Consulting Engineering Companies.

Randy's area of expertise is public infrastructure, in particular reconstruction of transportation and municipal services. He has completed a wide variety of challenging projects including several Ontario Highway 401 projects, heavy rail commuter infrastructure improvements and municipal infrastructure rehabilitation on which he was responsible for the project management, design deliverables and construction contract administration, liaison with Owners, contractors, public and other agencies.

Tonight, we honour a leader from industry by elevating him to the grade of Fellow of the Engineering Institute of Canada.

Ladies and Gentleman and Madam President, please welcome Randy Pickle as a Fellow of the Engineering Institute of Canada.